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Introduction
Autonomous communication systems integrated with photovoltaic technology for
low-cost and stand-alone applications receive much interest. The photovoltaic
systems for power generation when combined with communications systems can
provide compact and reliable autonomous communication systems for many
applications. These devices often involve the use of separate solar cells and
antennas, which necessitate a compromise in the utilization of the limited surface
available. Many researchers explored the possibility of integrating microstrip
antennas with photovoltaic solar cells for mobile and satellite communication
applications [1-2]. Recently, integration of high efficiency polycrystalline silicon
solar cells and microstrip patch antennas has been proposed for autonomous
communication systems [3]. But in most of these reported solar antenna designs,
the radiating element above the solar cell obstructs the incidence of light and
thereby reduces the solar cell efficiency. Therefore a reduced size radiating
element is always desirable for the integration. Microstrip printed dipole antennas
are thus suitable candidates for the design of solar antennas with polycrystalline
silicon solar cells. Here we propose a novel method of solar antenna design using
a printed dipole integrated with a new type of balun attached to the solar cell.
Solar Antenna Design
The geometry of the proposed printed dipole solar antenna along with the
microstrip balun is shown in Figure 1(a). To achieve total integration of the solar
cell and the antenna, high efficiency polycrystalline silicon solar cells of
dimension 15.6 x 15.6 x 0.026 cm developed by Solland were used as the
reflector for the printed dipole antenna. The solar cell act as RF ground for the
microstrip feed system and the balun is attached directly to the Ag-bus bars. The
solar cell consists of an aluminium back contact layer of thickness 35.71µm and
silicon n+-p-p+ layer with a thickness of 210.23µm. The silver bus bars for DC
collection have a thickness of 17.62µm giving an overall solar cell thickness of
0.026cm. The radiating element consists of a half wave length dipole printed on
an FR4 substrate of thickness h = 1.57mm and єr = 4.3. The stripline fed arm of
i
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the printed dipole is shorted to the solar cell silver bus bars as shown in Figure
1(b). The other arm of the dipole is grounded directly to the silver grid of the solar
cell through the stripline ground plane. A 50Ω microstrip line with solar cell as
RF ground plane connects the dipole with the SMA. The dipole feed gap, g and
the offset distance gx for the printed balun are carefully adjusted to achieve better
dipole antenna performance [4]. A detailed diagram of the printed dipole and the
balun is shown in Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1. (a) Exploded layout of the proposed printed dipole
solar antenna. (b) Geometry of the printed dipole and the balun.
For the proposed antenna applications, the design parameters chosen are, L =
47mm, W = 5mm, g = 3mm, gx = 2.5mm, ws = 10mm, єr = 4.3, tanδ = 0.015 and
substrate height h = 1.57mm. CST Microwave Studio is used for the full wave
optimization of the proposed solar antenna. Since the solar cell is acting both as
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RF ground for microstrip feed and as reflector for the dipole, the orientation of the
Ag bus bars can affect the overall solar antenna performance. The desired
orientation of the silver bus bars is along the y-axis, along the direction of the
microstrip feed. Therefore, two prototypes were studied with the Ag-bus bars
orienting along y-axis (Ag-parallel) and along z-axis (Ag-perpendicular) in order
to compare the difference in the solar antenna performance.
Results and Discussion
The simulated S11 for the proposed solar antenna is given in Figure.2. A
comparison is made with the printed dipole with an ideal PEC reflector. An
impedance bandwidth of 15.8% is achieved with the Ag-parallel design. A
comparison of the simulated antenna parameters are shown in Table I. Higher
reflection of the surface currents occurs in the Ag grid, when it is oriented
‘perpendicular’ (z-direction) to the direction of the surface current flow (towards
y-axis) in the Ag-grids. While, the ground currents in the Ag-grids for Ag-parallel
orientation experience negligible reflection along y-direction and thus form a near
ideal RF ground for the microstrip feed and better reflector for the dipole. The
Ag-parallel solar antenna design gives a higher gain of 8.75dBi.
Good undistorted radiation patterns are obtained for the solar antenna (Figure 3).
The patterns remain essentially the same even after the ideal PEC reflector is
replaced with the solar cell. More measured results and analysis will be presented
at the symposium.
Conclusion
A novel printed dipole solar antenna design with an integrated balun is proposed
for the first time with high efficiency polycrystalline silicon solar cells. The
optimum orientation of the silver DC bus bars of the solar cell is determined in
order to achieve best antenna performance. Good solar antenna performance
similar to that of ordinary printed dipoles with PEC reflectors is achieved.
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Figure 2. Simulated S11 of the two different Ag-bus bar orientations
of solar antenna compared to an ideal shorted patch with PEC
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Figure 3. E-plane (x-y) and H-plane (x-z) co-polar radiation
patterns for the proposed solar antenna
Table I. Summary of simulated results
Antenna type
Solar antenna (Ag-parallel)
Solar antenna (Ag-perpendicular)
Dipole with PEC reflector

Res. freq.
(GHz)
2.3390
2.3484
2.3474

%
Gain (dBi)
Bandwidth
15.8
8.60
13.1
8.60
13.4
8.84
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